
Scottish Chamber Choir Minutes 15.6.22  Online Meeting   

Minutes M. McDougall 18.6.22 

1. Present:  Brian Kerr (chair), Julie Morrice, Valerie Holehouse, Graham Drew,  Stéphanie 

Robin, Iain McLarty, Marcia McDougall, Apologies: Marjorie Lobban 

2. Minutes of last meeting approved; no matters arising 

       Action points  

 

3. Feedback from Limekilns and Rosslyn very encouraging: some comments that the sound 

was rather loud in Rosslyn, 1 in LK but the majority of feedback was very positive. The 

Limekilns audience was very positive and want the choir to come back.  .. IM would be 

happy to go back to LK.  A number of reasons that we perhaps shouldn’t go back to 

Rosslyn again: isn’t very financially viable as a venue and may be too small for a large 

choir.  Thank you to Marcia for making LK such a successful concert with all the work re 

audience and food and refreshments.  The mixing up in the Byrd was successful, given 

enough tenors and confidence in a piece.  The interpretation, intonation and style were 

better because we all have to listen more.  Could mix it up in rehearsals with different 

people standing next to each other.  Several people said they enjoyed singing the whole 

Parry.  Important to get the positive feedback back to the other choir members – would 

be good to get detail into the AGM report about the feedback and the mixing up.  Thank 

you to Martin for the programmes. 

4. Publicity: social media investment – difficult to know how many people came due to on 

line publicity; £100 for each concert for publicity.  Is social media the way to go?  Iain: can 

do geographic advertising based on postcodes with ads running for a week or two, being 

seen multiple times.  Can use local FB pages; useful to have a local contact/choir member.  

Should Social Media be at the expense of hard copies?  Agreed that smaller places need 

paper posters and fliers. 

   

5.  Brahms concert: budget has been revised – amount for 2 soloists reduced to £600, 

publicity amount too high, ticket prices to rise by £1 to £15, no concessions for retired. 

Decided donation would be better than paying for programmes..  No of tickets estimated 

at 350 (based on making a profit) if St. Cuthbert’s is large enough – they advertise 

themselves as having space for 750 but this has changed due to pew removal.  Douglas is 

going to check this. Final decision once we know the size. Publicity – urged colleagues in 

Calton and Meadows to respond to the advert SR has done – Hopefully there will be some 

comment and ideas but it looks good. Details about timings of rehearsals and concerts 

will be available in due course.  Another meeting in September for final details.  Iain 

argued strongly that the choir should be there for only two hours for the rehearsal on the 

day but it has been a compromise at 2.5 hours.  Ticket sales: not easy to find source of 

tickets – Calton sell them only on the door, Meadows Chamber orchestra via members.  

We use TicketSource but also have some set aside (100) for Meadows but they were 

positive about using TicketSource.  It is ok for choirs to mark on the day (not use full 

voice). Could address this in a rehearsal – e.g. just doing entries or only singing out in 

exposed passages.  Iain to do this after the summer.  Timescale for publicity – mid 

September starting.  Stephanie to liaise with Brian about this in September.   

 

6. Future repertoire: Iain sent an email with some ideas:  Nice that choir has been so 

engaged and that Iain has been so responsive to this.  Previous discussions about 

repeating concerts that had practised but been cancelled e.g. Christmas – keep core the 

same but change some other things.  Keep Gjeilo and McDowell for Christmas.  Christmas 
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music from around the world:  Could buy one or other of these books.  Other suggestions 

could have readings interspersed possibly in the summer; alternative formats could be 

considered e.g. poetry.  Would need a good reader (s).  Good feedback when a singer 

introduced pieces in the St Giles concert.  Should we invest in buying some music from 

more diverse musicians e.g. £100-200 per year? Choir members may contribute as well.  

Easily affordable from budget for this.  No point in holding a large bank balance –loss 

policy is that we should be able to suffer a complete loss of a concert with no insurance 

and still be able to function.  Crowd funding is also an option and there is a charitable 

foundation which funds performances of under-represented women composers. 

Plenty of support for Iain’s ideas.  Would be good at the AGM to be able to give an idea of the 

programme for the next season and reflect that there was lots of input from the choir.  Iain will 

firm up on the programme by mid August and will check in re budget and availability of music.   

Autumn 

Johannes Brahms: Ein Deutsches Requiem 

Christmas 

Ola Gjeilo: Christmas Carols Vol.1 

Cecilia McDowall: Now may we singen 

Selections from either 

World Carols for Choirs (OUP) £17.50 

Carols of the World (Scott) £14.99 - currently on sale at £11.24 

Potentially make use of 

100 Carols for Choirs, Christmas Motets 

 

Spring options – all accompanied by organ.   

Jonathan Dove: Seek him that maketh the seven stars (7’) St Giles has this – may be able 

to borrow this Contemporary cathedral classic 

Dobrinka Tabakova: Praise (5’) Bulgarian, lives in UK 

Organ Piece: to give choir a break 

Adolphus Hailstork: Shout for Joy (13’) could buy this £4 a copy for 13-14 minute piece 

*Morten Lauridsen: Lux aeterna (27’)  in library so free 

 

Summer 

This is still a little vague but potentially an acappella programme on the theme of "There 

is sweet music" to include repertoire along the lines of the joy of music and singing (but 

this is not yet a programme) – more thinking to do 

Edward Elgar: There is sweet music (5’)  

Judith Weir: The song sung true (9’): do the whole thing this time 

Richard Allain: If music be the food of love (5’)   We don’t have the book unless choir 

members bought it separately. 

William Byrd: Sing joyfully (3’) 

Thomas Morley: Sing we and chant it (2’) 

Schutz: Singet dem Herren eien neus Lied (6’) 

 

Potential large scale pieces for Autumn 2023 onwards 
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Rossini: Petite messe solennelle (80’) - full concert or short first half? 

SATB / SATB soloists.  Manageable for smaller choir.  May be able to get soloists from 

within choir 

Probably not more than one with strings in three year cycle; 2 or 3 in a 3 year cycle. 

Programme for Armistice Day (Sat 11th 2023 / Sat 9th 2024) with piano and strings 

Cecilia McDowall: Some corner of a foreign field (18’) 

SSATB / T solo 

hp or pf / str 

Ralph Vaughan Williams: Dona nobis pacem (36’) 

SS.AA.TT.BB / SB soloists  

pf  str 

Ariel Ramirez: Missa Criolla (20’)   could pair with Cloudburst Whitaker, Little Blue Mass, Jazz Mass 

SS.AA.TT.BB / 2T/2S soloists 

pf.hpsd / gtr / 3perc / db 

then look at pieces with similar instrumentation 

Handel: Dixit Dominus (30’) 

SSATB / SSATB solos 

str / cont 

Look at further Baroque repertoire with similar instrumentation 

Major pieces for working an a cappella programme around could include: 

Frank Martin: Mass for Double Choir (26’)  Swiss composer 

SS.AA.TT.BB 

Rheinberger: Mass in Eb 

SS.AA.TT.BB (25’) 

Feeling is that there is an appetite for new and different rather than traditional; could pair 

traditional things with more unusual composers. Could listen to some of these and email with a 

more informed view – thank you Iain for the list. 

7. Old St. Pauls:  Julie emailed to ask about this and got an acceptance and then an 

email saying that there would be a cost implication for having someone present from 

the church to operate the chair lift particularly – the only access for disabled people. 

If they do charge we would decide depending on the cost.  The committee’s feeling 

was that they should be obliged to have someone for this  Julie will explore if the 

booking for the concert date only or also for the Thursday and Monday before –need 

rehearsals there as it is an organ heavy programme.    No word back from Greenbank 

despite several emails.  No confirmation so far.  JM will do this until there is another 

concert secretary and will get back to us by mid July.  There is a church in 

Morningside that offered their church for a concert – Stéphanie will find out which 

and will let Julie know. 

The Christchurch is a good venue but also would consider any in this area. 
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8. Committee roles update: new treasurer – Marjory prepared to do this, Catharine will 

take on rehearsal secretary, Alison membership secretary, John Halliday will help in 

any way, need publicity and committee secretary and concert secretary.  SR is happy 

to stay on in Publicity role as designer perhaps with help from John.  Graham would 

be happy to keep doing some publicity too.  Nice that members of the committee are 

willing to stay on and help and that there are more people willing to help as well.  

Ideally concert secretary should be the same person for all concerts rather than 

having different people involved. 

9. AGM 26th September; need to issue notice of it by 12th September to include the 

agenda.  Reports needed from Treasurer, Iain as MD, publicity secretary, annual 

report from JM and BK.  Ideally these should be available by 9th September to Brian 

for the choir to read in advance – Could Annual report fit the OSCAR requirements.  

AGM – go for basic style given that we have had the big involvement session we could 

make it fit into half a rehearsal with voting for committee members etc.  Treasurer’s 

report will be a little longer than usual about subscription rules and budgeting for 

new music. 

10. AOCB: Thank you to Valerie for the huge amount of work that she has done on library 

to look at what we have, what to give up and keep etc : needs a discussion perhaps at 

a future meeting. Iain - consider:  Pieces to keep – ones that we have enough copies 

for whole choir eg. High 20s, Scottish composers (because we are the SCC), keep 

women composers and outside Europe and USA, ones that are popular e.g. what has 

been hired over last few years, ideas given by choir and ones that Iain marked as 

popular, 20-21st century music that is in copyright and would have to buy if we got rid 

of it.  Doesn’t make sense to keep European sacred music that is in another book, one 

off pieces that are large parts of a programme; or something we can get easily on 

line.  Need decision from committee for some of it.  Difficulty is storage space.  

Should keep commissions. 

11. Members list: corrected and updated by Iain, need to actively recruit first sopranos, 

tenors and bases; social media push. JM will do this. SR will put something  on 

website to welcome new members at start of this year.  Program should be available 

end of July beginning of August.  There are some deputies who have stepped back as 

full members. Could return to issue of scholarships at the next meeting if unable to 

get enough people. 

12. Next meeting before the AGM: Tuesday 13th September 7.30pm 
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